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A List Of 15 Biology Essay Topics For College Students












College students who study biology sometimes are instructed to write essays. To achieve success in this task, first of all, you should pick a proper topic for your paper. However, for some college students it’s easier to get a topic from a teacher rather than coming up with a one on their own. You can ask "essayhub" and spend your free time as you wish, but if you want to write biology essay by yourself it’d be helpful for you to look at the list below.

















1. Genes and obesity.
You may do your investigation and discover what types of genes are connected to obesity and what can be done to prevent future generations from growing fat.
2. Abortions and pregnancies.
In your biology essay, you may present your research and educate your readers about the effects that abortions have on future pregnancies.
3. Genes and homosexuality.
Investigate this topic thoroughly and discover whether there are genes that are connected to homosexuality and how they work.
4. Viruses as biological weapons.
This theme allows college students to investigate whether such viruses like Ebola can be used as biological weapons.
5. Alternative medicine.
Do your research and present your results on the effectiveness of alternative medicine approaches, like using herbs, for example.
6. Vaccination and autism.
There are studies that claim that particular vaccinations increase the risk of autism. Investigate this topic in your biology essay.
7. Birth control pills and their effects on women.
Do your research and educate your readers about the effects on health after regular using of birth control pills.
8. Causes of cancer.
Investigate in your paper what are the causes of cancer and how to reduce the risk of falling prey to this disease.
9. Human evolution.
Research this topic and write about the known facts of human evolution and reasons for humans to evolve in this particular direction.
10. The study on genetic diseases.
You may pick a particular genetic disease and do a thorough investigation about it in your paper.v
11. Meningitis.
This subject contains plenty of mysteries even nowadays. Write about what scientists know about it.
12. The usage of nanotechnology.
Write about the perspectives of using nanotechnologies in biology.
13. Dealing with phobias.
Investigate in your essay whether it’s possible to treat phobias by using surgical rather than psychology methods.
14. The study of hypnosis.
Try to look at hypnosis from a biological point of view and present your results in your paper.
15. Sleeping disorders.
Write about the functions and benefits of sleep. Describe how sleeping disorders affect the human organism and how they can be treated.







Good Biology Term Paper Topics To Consider






Biology can be a fascinating subject for any young student. There are so many aspects of each lesson that you study that you almost don’t have time to analyze them all. You can apply the principles that you learn in biology in your day-to-day life, and there are plenty of careers you can choose in this niche. When you need to write a term paper on this subject, you have the chance to find out many new, interesting information, and you can create a paper that will be really impressive. It often happens that the field of biology is interesting, but it is very difficult to put on paper all the thoughts for a biological essay. For such cases, there is an EssayService  where you can buy essay. 


These topics are worth a look at:


The life cycle of butterflies. If you are passionate about nature and animals, this can be a really fun project for you to do. Your classmates might be surprised at how a butterfly is transformed and its short life.


Allergies. There are many people who develop allergies to a certain ailment even if they ate it for years without any problem. On the other hand, there are people who are born with strange allergies, like an allergy to water or the sun.


Any of these and other topics are not so difficult to write an essay about. But if you understand that this task can be hard for you should get services from domyessay.com is the website that will write an essay for you https://domyessay.com/ 



The effect of radiation on plants. There are places in the world where the environment is so polluted because of radiation that all plants are completely changed.


The eruption of volcanoes. The advantage of this topic is that you can make a very interesting experiment; with a few rudimentary substances, you can create your own small volcano or write an essay and reveal the nature of volcanic eruptions. Also, there's nothing wrong with not knowing writing. To solve this problem ask to essay writers service.


Global warming. Even if the term is very commonly used, there is a big chance that most of your classmates don’t actually know what it means. It’s not their fault, the media is to be blamed for this. Not everything that’s being said on TV or in the newspaper is true, and global warming is one of those things that are often misunderstood. So, if you want to get a good grade for your essay on global warming, you first need to learn what it is. But if you don't have time and experience in writing a good essay, use a proven paper writing service online Thanks to professional writers, you can easily write a quality essay without wasting time.


Fast-food and obesity. You can present a very useful paper about the toxicity of fast food and how this increased the obesity rate in the last years.


Phobias. There are people who are scared of the most ordinary things, like pickles or cars. Explain this from a scientific point of view.


Genetic diseases. What are the most common ones and what are the triggers? How can somebody find out if they have the risk to develop a genetic disease?


Sleeping. What happens in our bodies when we sleep? How much rest do we need every night and how is our body replacing damaged cells?


Eye color. Did you know that the color of your eyes is completely influenced by your genetic inheritance? Explain the connections.



























